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Abstrat

We present work in the area of automated onstrution of user pro�les.

We onsider the task of modeling the behavior of a user working with a

ommand shell (suh as sh or bash under the Unix operating system).

We illustrate how the tehnique of indutive logi programming an be

used to build a user pro�le and how this pro�le an be used to predit the

future behavior of the user. We desribe a �rst set of experiments to test

these hypotheses and present diretions for future work.

1 Introdution

Computers are probably the most exible tools mankind ever built. However

most users are not able to optimally use all the features omputers an o�er be-

ause they lak the knowledge about these features or lak the time to optimally

on�gure their hardware and software. By ombining domain knowledge about

potential optimizations with a user pro�le desribing how the user (mis-)uses

the omputer, hanges an be made to optimize the use. In this paper we fous

on the automati onstrution of a user pro�le. We implemented this tehnique

to model users of a ommand shell in a Unix environment and present some

preliminary results on using this model to predit the user's future behavior. A

seond approah onsists of learning frequent sequenes of ations performed by

the user, whih is explained in setion 4.

2 Disovering Rules in Shell Usage

Analyzing the behavior of shell users, either by hand or by applying mahine

learning tehniques, has been done before. [4℄ analyses di�erent types of users by

applying statistial tehniques. [2℄ use 5 di�erent mahine learning tehniques to

build lassi�ers for prediting the next ommand, given the history of previous

ommands. As mentioned in [2℄, a mahine learning tehnique that uses a riher

data and hypothesis representation language an be useful in this appliation.

In this setion, we explain how we applied suh a tehnique to this problem.

Indutive logi programming (ILP) [6℄ ombines mahine learning with logi

programming. ILP systems take as input a set of examples and produe a



hypothesis whih generalizes over these examples. Input as well as output are

represented in a subset of �rst order logi. Also bakground knowledge an be

used. This is information provided by a domain expert whih an be used in

building the output hypothesis.

We an use ILP tehniques to automatially build a model of the behavior

of the user. The input of the system onsists of ations performed by the user

together with a desription of the state of the environment if relevant. In the

learning from interpretations setting [1℄ we represent input as fats in �rst order

logi. The output is a general desription of the behavior of the user represented

as a �rst order logi theory. Beause of this, it is easy to express relational data,

whih is important in analyzing shell usage.

In the rest of the paper we will fous on modeling a ommand shell user.

Although this is a very old and basi user interfae, it is still widely used. The

main reason for seleting this user interfae is that it is very easy to log the user's

ations and state of the environment when using suh shells. It is also very easy

to adapt the shell so that it uses the generated model. Modern graphial user

interfaes (e.g. the Mirosoft Windows 2000 operating system) also keep a log

of all ations performed, whih is omparable with what a user types in at a

shell. As a result, the tehnique we present here an be used to generate user

models from the logs of modern GUIs as well. However, the main di�erene is

how the resulting model will be used.

2.1 Input for Warmr

We use the ILP system Warmr [3℄ to disover �rst order assoiation rules in

the user behavior. As input to the system we use the ommands typed at the

prompt of a Unix ommand shell.

% d tex

% emas -nw -q aaai.tex

These ommands are parsed and transformed into logial fats. We split up the

information in three types of fats:

� ommand/2 : Id and name of the ommand/program

� swith/3 : Id, position and name of swith (e.g. -q {help)

� attribute: Id, position and name of attributes suh as �le names et.

The �rst argument is a unique example identi�er whih indiates the order

in whih the ommand was entered, the seond argument of swith/3 and at-

tribute/3 prediates indiates the order of swithes and attributes within the

ommand beause the order may be important (e.g. in the p (opy)-ommand).

ommand(1,'d').

attribute(1,1,'tex').

ommand(2,'emas').

swith(2,1,'-nw').

swith(2,2,'-q').

attribute(2,1,'aaai.tex').



An extension (whih is not yet implemented in the prototype system) is to

take the pipe symbol into aount. In Unix it is possible to submit multiple

ommands in one input line (using the pipe-symbol `j') in suh a way that

the result of the �rst ommand is used as the input for the seond et. To

inorporate that in our knowledge representation sheme we an either introdue

a fourth fat whih takes as argument the identi�er of a piped ommand, or we

an add a third boolean argument to the ommand fat.

2.2 Rule Disovery

Now we an start looking for regularities in these examples usingWarmr. How-

ever, within one example one an only �nd relations between a ommand and

its attributes, a ommand and its swithes or between swithes and attributes.

Interesting rules desribe relations between a ommand and the previously used

ommands. Warmr does not automatially take into aount these relations,

but using bakground knowledge we an inform Warmr about these relations

by de�ning prediates suh as nextommand and reentommand. Bakground

information is represented as Prolog programs.

nextommand(CommandID,Nextommand) :-

NextID is CommandID + 1 ,

ommand(NextID,Nextommand).

reentommand(CommandID,Reentommand) :-

ommand(ReentCommandID,Reentommand),

Reentborder is ReentommandID - 5 ,

Reentborder > CommandID .

We an also use this bakground knowledge to `enrih' the data that is avail-

able. One type of bakground knowledge is de�ning some sort of taxonomy of

ommands (emas is an editor, editors are text tools, ...). For instane:

ommand(Id,Command) :-

isa(Origommand,Command),

ommand(Id,Origommand).

isa(emas,editor).

isa(vi,editor).

Other information an be provided as well (is this new or old software, does it

uses a GUI, network onnetion, or other reourses, ...)

When all input data is onverted and all useful bakground knowledge is

de�ned,Warmr alulates the set of rules whih desribes all
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frequent patterns

whih hold in the dataset. These rules an ontain onstants as well as variables:

IF ommand(Id,'ls')

THEN swith(Id,'-l').

IF reentommand(Id,'d') AND ommand(Id,'ls')

THEN nextommand(Id,'editor').

For eah rule we know the auray of the rule, the deviation (an indiation of

how `unusual' the rule is

2

) and the number of examples whih obey this rule.

1

we have to provide a language bias whih de�nes the spae of rules we are interested in

2

the proportional di�erene between the number of examples whih obey this rule and the

number of examples whih would obey this rule in a uniform dataset



3 Combining Rules in a Predition

To test the quality of the generated user models we performed tests in whih

we use these models to predit the next ommand the user will type based on

a history of 5 previous ommands. This raises the problem of how the user

model an be used to predit the next ommand a user will use, beause in

most situations more than one rule in the user model will be appliable, often

with di�erent onlusions.

Warmr has a few indiators for the quality of disovered rules:

� auray: the perentage of all observations for whih the rule holds.

� support: also the number of observations for whih the rule holds is

important. A rule with 100% auray, but with only one observation

for whih the IF-part holds, is not as important as the 100% auray

indiates.

� deviation: the auray of the rule divided by the auray of the same

rule with the IF-part removed. One an see this indiator as a orrelation

between the IF-part and the THEN-part. Suppose the system �nds the

rule IF the ommand is ls THEN the last string harater is <return>.

Although this rule has a 100% auray and holds for a large number of

observations, it's not useful, beause all strings end with a <return>.

The question is whih rule to use to make a predition if multiple rules

hold in a given situation. To answer this question we tried di�erent strategies:

taking the rule with the highest auray, the highest deviation, the highest

support, the ommand whih was predited the most often (for whih the most

rules hold), the ommand with the highest aumulated auray, aumulated

deviation or aumulated support. We also tried the ommand with the highest

produt of auray and deviation, and with the highest aumulated produt

of these two statistis.

We logged the shell use of 10 users, eah log onsisting of approximately

500 ommands. We split up eah log in a training set onsisting of 66% of the

examples, the remaining examples were used as a test set. We performed two

experiments. In a �rst experiment one general user model was built from the

ombined training data of all the users and we tested this general model on

the test data of eah user individually. In a seond experiment we build an

individual user model for eah user based on her training data and tested this

on the test data for that user.

The �rst experiment (`global'-olumn) on�rms that the most intuitive rule

seletion method (seleting the rule with the highest auray on the training

set) leads to the best results: 36.4% of the ourrene of frequent ommands was

predited orretly

3

. Using the rule with the highest deviation (maxdev), with

the highest produt of auray and deviation (maxpro) and with the highest

aumulated produt of auray and deviation (apro) all perform almost as

well. This shows that in this appliation the most ommon method of seleting

the rule with the highest auray give the best results.

3

all perentages are averages over the 10 users



method global spei�

maxa 36.4 44.7

maxdev 34.8 43.3

maxpro 36.0 45.3

maxrul 28.3 34.4

aa 32.5 41.3

adev 34.0 40.1

apro 35.5 42.5

arul 30.2 40.0

ount 20.5 31.2

Table 1: Predition auraies for di�erent rule seletion methods and for global

as well as user spei� models

The seond experiment | in whih user models are built for eah user in-

dividually | shows the same results onerning the rule seletion methods:

maxa, maxdev, maxpro and apro perform well, ount performs bad and the

others are in between. The predition auraies are signi�ant higher than in

the �rst experiment, and this for all rule seletion methods. This shows that

onstruting user models for eah individual separately is bene�ial for the re-

sulting user model and on�rms previous results in the domain of building user

models for the browsing behavior of users [5℄.

These preliminary results are more or less omparable with those in [2℄,

but ertainly not signi�antly better. This is probably due to the fat that we

provided only few bakground knowledge and do not yet learn on-line. Further

work in this area is neessary.

4 Deteting Frequent Sequenes

Another approah to help the user is by deteting sequenes of ations that the

user performs often, and automatially build a maro for this sequene. This is

a valuable help beause often users will perform small tasks for whih there is

not one single ommand to perform this task. Although most shells allow the

user to ombine di�erent ommands in a single new ommand (alled a 'maro'

in this text), many users do not use this, either beause they do not know how

to do this, do not want to put any e�ort in reating these e�orts, or are not

aware that they are performing these subtasks often.

To overome this problem, we built a system that helps the user by auto-

matially onstruting maro de�nitions. The approah to this task however is

a bit di�erent from the previous. Rules like `if reently an editor ommand was

used and the last ommand was a ompiler ommand then the next ommand

will be the same ommand as the last one' are useful in the previous system,

but they are not useful for building a maro. So we do not need the exibility

of ILP rules for �nding frequent sequenes of ommands. However, if we do not

only want sequenes of only the ommand, but also its arguments and swithes,

ILP beomes useful again, beause in a sequene of ommands we will often use

the same argument (for instane �le names). Therefore we split the automati

onstrution of maro's in three phases.



First we look for frequent sequenes of ommands only, without taking any

arguments into aount. This is done by an algorithm spei�ally written for

this task. Let 

i

; s be the ith ommand (only the ommand
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, without the

arguments) in sequene s, P (s) be the list of all starting positions of sequene s,

S

l

be a list of sequenes of length l, Input be the sequene of ommands in the

input trae and minfreq be the minimum number of ourrenes of a sequene

to be alled 'frequent'.

Init:

let S

1

be the empty set

for i from 1 to length(Input) do

if 

i;Input

is not in S

1

then add 

i;Input

to S

1

add i to P (

i;Input

)

for eah s in S

1

do

if length(s) < minfreq then remove s from S

1

l = 1

Main loop:

while S

l

is not empty do

let S

l+1

be the empty set

for eah s

i

, s

j

in S

l

do

if (for k from 2 to l: 

k;s

i

= 

k�1;s

j

)

AND (length(P (s

i

) \ P (s

j

)) � minfreq) then

add append(s

i

; 

l;s

j

) to S

l+1

P(append(s

i

; 

l;s

j

)) = P (s

i

) \ P (s

j

)

l = l + 1

This algorithm an be further optimized by taking into aount that if s

i

and

s

j

(both of length l) are joined in a sequene s

k

onsisting of s

i

appended with

the last ommand of s

j

, one does not have to test this s

k

with all sequenes in

S

l+1

but only with the sequenes obtained from appending a ommand to s

j

.

In a next step we transform eah frequent sequene that is not part of a larger

frequent sequene into a separate learning task for the ILP systemWarmr .

1. for eah sequene we extrat eah ourrene in the input trae and trans-

form this (ommands as well as swithes and arguments) into a represen-

tation similar to the one used in the previous system. The main di�erene

is that �lenames are split in a base name and an extension.

2. we run theWarmr system on this dataset to �nd rules that predit whih

onstant swithes and arguments will be used in the sequene. For argu-

ments, we also produe rules that predit the position of the argument.

3. we then runWarmr again to extend the rules disovered in the previous

step with non-ground prediates for those arguments and swithes for

whih no rules with onstants were found.

4. from the rules found in previous step we remove the rules whih are more

general than other rules in the set.

5. eah remaining rule is rewritten as a maro de�nition

4

also alled `stub'



We let the system
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also alulate the average number of arguments for a om-

mand in eah sequene. When the rules found by Warmr do not predit any-

thing about a ertain argument, a variable is put in the maro desription.

Often users will interweave there subtasks with ommands whih are not

neessary for performing the subtask, suh as pwd whih prints the urrent

diretory or ls to show the ontent of a diretory. These ommands often `hide'

ertain user patterns, beause they are more or less (from a maro point of view)

random interweaved with the subtasks. Therefor we �lter out ommands like

this, whih results in more useful maros.

5 Future Work

The system and experiments desribed above are only preliminary work. It

illustrates that it is possible to learn user models from logs, and that it is

bene�ial to learn individual models for eah user. However, both systems need

improvements to beome pratial useful.

Our �rst system foused on how to generate the user model and how to

selet rules from this model. A next step is the atual use of these models to

aid the user. An obvious use of these models is intelligent ommand ompletion

in whih the omputer tries to omplete the ommand the user is typing. With

these models this is even possible before the user has typed the �rst harater

of the new ommand!

The log �le that both systems use to indue a user model laks some in-

formation whih ould be useful. Up till now the �le only ontains a history

of ommands, but no information at all about the state of the environment.

We an inform the system by inluding information suh as the date, the time,

the workload of the mahine and the urrent diretory at the moment that a

ommand is invoked in the log �le. This information an then be used in the

onstrution of new rules.

Finally we onsidered the user model as stati. In reality a user model

hanges often, so our system should build user models in a non-monotoni in-

remental way. This an be ahieved with the urrent system by keeping a

window on the log �le and use those examples to onstrut a user model from

srath eah time. But this is learly a very ineÆient approah and a truly

inremental system would speed up the user model onstrution and mainte-

nane.

6 Conlusions

We have briey desribed how we an use the indutive logi programming

systemWarmr to build user models and disussed the bene�ts of this approah:

the use of bakground knowledge to provide all sorts of useful information to the

indution proess and an expressive hypothesis spae (horn lause logi) whih

allows for �nding rules that ontain variables. We illustrated this in the domain

of ommand shells. We onstruted a global user model as well as individual

5

A prototype of this system is implemented. You an use it by sending an email to

Nio.Jaobs�s.kuleuven.a.be with subjet line `lsh: analyse this �le' (without the quotes)

and in the body of the mail the input trae, with eah ommand on a new line.



models for eah user and tested their preditive auray on real user data,

whih indiated that individual models perform signi�ant better than a global

model.

We desribed a related system whih automatially builds omplete maro

de�nitions from observed input traes of shell usage. This tehnique an be

applied to other appliations as well, suh as analyzing logs from web servers to

see whih sequene of webpages is often visited.
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